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The CISM practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The CISM Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The CISM exam is very challenging, but with our CISM questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the CISM exam on your FIRST TRY!
Financial CISM Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for CISM exam
- Try a demo before buying any Financial exam
- CISM questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified CISM answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- CISM tested and verified before publishing
- CISM examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- CISM same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Financial certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like CISM exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This CISM test is an important part of Financial certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The CISM exam is essential and core part of Financial certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real CISM Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Financial CISM Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your CISM now!
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CISM

Section 1: Sec One (1 to 200)
Details:
SAMPLE EXAM
QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a key area of the ISO 27001 framework?
A. Operational risk assessment
B. Financial crime metrics
C. Capacity management
D. Business continuity management

Answer: D
QUESTION: 2
Which of the following situations would be the MOST concern to a security manager?
A. Audit logs are not enabled on a production server
B. The logon ID for a terminated systems analyst still exists on the system
C. The help desk has received numerous results of users receiving phishing e-mails
D. A Trojan was found to be installed on a system administrator's laptop

Answer: D
QUESTION: 3
When an organization is using an automated tool to manage and house its business
continuity plans, which of the following is the PRIMARY concern?
A. Ensuring accessibility should a disaster occur
B. Versioning control as plans are modified
C. Broken hyperlinks to resources stored elsewhere
D. Tracking changes in personnel and plan assets

Answer: A
QUESTION: 4
Developing a successful business case for the acquisition of information security software
products can BEST be assisted by:
A. assessing the frequency of incidents.
B. quantifying the cost of control failures.
C. calculating return on investment (ROI) projections.
D. comparing spending against similar organizations.
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Answer: C
QUESTION: 5
A message that has been encrypted by the sender's private key and again by the receiver's
public key achieves:
A. authentication and authorization.
B. confidentiality and integrity.
C. confidentiality and nonrepudiation.
D. authentication and nonrepudiation.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 6
Which of the following is the MOST relevant metric to include in an information security
quarterly report to the executive committee?
A. Security compliant servers trend report
B. Percentage of security compliant servers
C. Number of security patches applied
D. Security patches applied trend report

Answer: A
QUESTION: 7
A global financial institution has decided not to take any further action on a denial of
service (DoS) risk found by the risk assessment team. The MOST likely reason they made
this decision is that:
A. there are sufficient safeguards in place to prevent this risk from happening.
B. the needed countermeasure is too complicated to deploy.
C. the cost of countermeasure outweighs the value of the asset and potential loss.
D. The likelihood of the risk occurring is unknown.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 8
Who is responsible for raising awareness of the need for adequate funding for risk action
plans?
A. Chief information officer (CIO)
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B. Chief financial officer (CFO)
C. Information security manager
D. Business unit management

Answer: C
QUESTION: 9
A desktop computer that was involved in a computer security incident should be secured as
evidence by:
A. disconnecting the computer from all power sources.
B. disabling all local user accounts except for one administrator.
C. encrypting local files and uploading exact copies to a secure server.
D. copying all files using the operating system (OS) to write-once media.

Answer: A
QUESTION: 10
What is the BEST method for mitigating against network denial of service (DoS) attacks?
A. Ensure all servers are up-to-date on as patches
B. Employ packet filtering to drop suspect packets
C. Implement network address translation to make internal addresses nonroutable
D. Implement load balancing for Internet facing devices

Answer: B
QUESTION: 11
Which of the following is characteristic of decentralized information security
management across a geographically dispersed organization?
A. More uniformity in quality of service
B. Better adherence to policies
C. Better alignment to business unit needs
D. More savings in total operating costs

Answer: C
QUESTION: 12
Which of the following is the BEST way to ensure that a corporate network is
adequately secured against external attack?
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